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About This Game

The US President must save the Earth from alien overlord Zinyak using an arsenal of superpowers and strange weapons in the
wildest open world game ever.

The epic conclusion to the game that changed all the rules! The Saints have gone from the crackhouse to the White House—but
the Earth has been invaded and it’s up to you to free the world from Overlord Zinyak and his alien empire. With homies new
and old by your side, and an arsenal of superpowers and strange weapons, you must save the world in the wildest open world

game ever!

FEATURES

The American (Fever) Dream – Play as the President of the United States in a story that spans countries, space, and
time. Saints Row IV is to Saints Row: The Third what Saints Row: The Third is to Do The Right Thing. You’re not
ready.

Super Hero-in-Chief – Leap over buildings. Kill people with your mind. Run through tanks. Those are some of the
most mundane powers you will wield in your quest to stop an alien menace hell-bent on destroying the Earth.

Alien Toys of Destruction - Wield an impressive array of alien vehicles and weapons… FOR SCIENCE!

Custom Weapons, Custom Mayhem – You’ve customized your character. You’ve customized your clothes. Now you
can complete the look with our all new weapon customization system. Turn traditional weapons into exotic conversation
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pieces!

Dynamic Duo - Seamless drop-in, drop-out co-op, a Saints Row standard, improved. The only thing better than one
malicious super-powered President is two.
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Title: Saints Row IV
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Deep Silver Volition
Publisher:
Deep Silver
Franchise:
Saints Row
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (x86 or x64)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 | AMD Athlon II x3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 | AMD Radeon HD 5800 series

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian,Japanese
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Such a fun game that's unfortunately riddled with frequent crashing and freezing.
My game just froze at the final boss, and I'm very frustrated with the number of times I had to replay a mission due to this
problem occurring over and over again. Progress within a mission not being saved doesn't help either.
I'll probably keep playing, beating the final boss, getting some side missions done and whatnot, but the frustration from the
freezes and crashes is a bit too much. Such a shame, because the game itself is quite fun. :(. spoko gra za 3 zlote na pzrecenie
elo. i blame the game for not getting though the escape mission when the walls come in.
everything else good.. Game keeps crashing. I can't play for more than 15 minutes. Waste of money!. Good game, but the co-op
barely works. Crashes if you die and sometimes in loading screens, this means that the achievements are almost impossible to
get.
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This game, takes the original Saints Row 3 map, and uses it as it's main basis.
For some this may be a turn off, but with the many elements of super powers added into your character,
takes this game unto a whole new level. New Heights have been reached (no pun intended) in this game!

I would recommend this game whole heartedly!. I bought SR4: Game of the Century Edition for $5.
I enjoyed playing for about 45 hours doing all sidequests, collecting all collectables. Going after "achievements". (I don't have
them all, but I lack the skill to get "Gold" in all minigames)
I'm probably about done with the game and close to uninstalling. A good purchase.

The weapons in the game all feel good, all feel different. They had different uses, so my play style favored some over others but
I could see why some might primarily use all different weapons.

The super powers are a blast. I love being The Flash zooming all across the city, though I kept using cars quite a bit too because
why run when you can drive a cool car? Even when I could leap really high\/far and glide long distances I drove sometimes. I
delighted at speeding up to people picking them up and dropping them hard, killing them. Throwing fireballs, freeze blasts, etc.
Over the top crazy fun.

I want an expansion DLC campaign for this game based on the same crazy premise!
I loved the Santa DLC.

A downside is I thought the pixelation effect of people\/things in the game for the matrix "glitching" happens too much.

An even bigger downside is the game is very shallow, and short. If you stick with the main campaign quests, you can probably
finish very quickly. All the quests involve the same few activities and maybe introduce you to a new activity. There are a bunch
of minigames that are fun.

The pacing of the abilities and super powers is a bit odd. I got infinite sprinting from a sidequest before I got stamina upgrade 3
& 4. Though stamina is still useful for things other than running. I still don't have all abilities unlocked. They say do more
challenges to unlock them. I literally have no more quests so at this point it's just f***ing around ending up being shoot people
until aliens show up, then more and more heavy stuff shows up, then a warden - a big monster miniboss that I'm so sick of at
this point - appears making all other aliens vanish. You fight it like the dozens of other times you've fought it. There's no
ignoring it once it appears. This clears your Wanted level or whatever they call it once it's defeated.
Repeat.

This just means I've completed the game I guess, no matter how much I want to milk a bit more enjoyment out of it, because as
I said I enjoyed my time.

Edit: The soundtrack is amazing in this one. Most songs I hadn't heard before, but I love so many. The soundtracks for these
types of games are essential to a good time. This one delivers across the various genres \/ "radio stations".. Well, I'm loving the
game play honestly. Even in 2019. This and Gat out of Hell have been a blast (I've never played any Saint's Row games). There's
so much mindless fun to be had that I would play for hours on end... if I could...

It's 2019, I have an i7-7700K, 32Gb of fast RAM, an RTX 2080, and play off an SSD. And both this and Gat out of Hell
freeze... for no reason. They just freeze after a little while. If I could play them without being interrupted by this it'd be fantastic
but I can't. So I cannot recommend it.. If you're considering whether or not to get this on sale, don't even think twice. getting this
for under $5 is a total steal.

In this game, you're essentially Superman with magic powers, and armed with John Wick's arsenal of weapons (if he went Joker
insane). Want to run up buildings? Fly? Superhero landing into a nuke? Shoot\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with
metal music? There're just so many things to do in this game that it's unlikely you'll ever find yourself bored.

And yes, the plot in this game kinda kills the odds of plot continuity, and there's barely any challenge, but god damn, this game
is fun as hell.. i dont know if this is a me problem or not but the video freezes but not the audio and it just stops the game from
running, its a real shame because i love the saints row games and it just doesnt work FeelsSadMan. Garbage. Getting a refund. I
have no idea why the game bloody microstutters every few seconds.. gta in steroids. GOOD POINTS:
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- Fun
- Good character customization
- The powers are cool
-Pop culture references are nice

BAD POINTS:
- The game is sorta all over the place plot wise. Expect a lot of random things. If you like a more coherent story with continuity
then this isn't for you

. I like this game more than SR3 but honestly it's not worth more than 5\u20ac due to huge amount of bugs and crashes in coop,
so not recommended unless it's on sale for the price i mentioned above.. it's fun for the first few hours, but it get's boring fast
you can totally tell they just built upon an existing DLC to make this,
the game is basically saints row 3 with super powers, same map, just different colours.

lifeless world
bland story
 i literally have to force myself to play at this point

oh and the minigames, challenges and collectible items are bland....yeah rally fun jumping 5 feet to get another cluster over and
over again.... i would say get 2 but unless you want to download a fan made patch to get it to run right on modern PC's just get
the third one, way better than this one, even if that was when the franchise started to decline.
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